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(57) This wrinkle detection method: acquires face da-
ta of a subject; sets an analysis region upon a predeter-
mined section of the acquired face data; with respect to
the set analysis region, generates a plurality of wrinkle
component extracted data units in which wrinkle compo-
nents that extend in one direction within an angle range,
which is pre-set for each predetermined section of the
face, in which a wrinkle is likely to extend, or wrinkle com-
ponents that extend in a plurality of angles that are dif-
ferent from one another, are each extracted; generates
a plurality of wrinkle component weighted data units in
which wrinkle components have been weighted with re-
spect to each of the plurality of wrinkle component ex-
tracted data units; generates combined data in which the
plurality of wrinkle component weighted data units have
been combined with one another in order to detect a wrin-
kle component having a magnitude greater than or equal
to a predetermined threshold in the combined data as a
wrinkle of the subject.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a method, ap-
paratus and program for detecting wrinkles and a meth-
od, apparatus and program for evaluating wrinkles.
[0002] In human faces, wrinkles mainly appear on the
forehead, on the glabella, in the corner of the mouth, at
the tail of the eye, and the like. An area having wrinkles
and the number of wrinkles differ from person to person.
In the field of cosmetics, in order to provide cosmetics
according to the state of wrinkles of each individual, the
attempt to accurately detect wrinkles that appear at dif-
ferent portions in a face has been made.
[0003] For example, in a wrinkle detection method pro-
posed by Patent Literature 1, an image of a replica on
which wrinkles of a subject are transferred is taken with
a camera and based on data of the taken image, wrinkles
are detected. By thus transferring wrinkles on a replica,
image data of wrinkles can be stably obtained. However,
direct application of a replica agent onto a face of the
subject is required for the transfer of wrinkles, resulting
in a great burden on the subject, so that it is desired to
detect wrinkles without direct contact with the subject.
[0004] To cope with it, as an exemplary technique for
detecting wrinkles without direct contact with a subject,
Patent Literature 2 proposes analyzing image data ob-
tained by imaging a face of a subject based on the sub-
ject’s wrinkle information extracted in advance. Non-Pat-
ent Literature 1 proposes analyzing height data indicative
of the asperities around wrinkles through non-contact
three-dimensional measurement.

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0005]

Patent Literature 1: JP 07-116146 A
Patent Literature 2: JP 2010-119431 A

NON-PATENT LITERATURE

[0006] Non-Patent Literature 1: "Wrinkle Evaluation
Guidelines" by Japanese Cosmetic Science Society

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

[0007] With the method stated in Patent Literature 2,
when a lot of wrinkle information of many subjects can
be extracted in advance, it is possible to accurately detect
wrinkles of the subject. However, acquiring such wrinkle
information in advance needs a substantial amount of
work. In addition, an image obtained by imaging the face

of the subject has many dark portions corresponding to
other factors than wrinkles due to the asperity on the
face, shades of the tail of the eye, color unevenness and
flecks of the skin, and the like, and consequently portions
other than wrinkles may be erroneously detected as wrin-
kles.
[0008] Also with the method stated in Non-Patent Lit-
erature 1, since there are many irregularities other than
wrinkles, portions other than wrinkles may be erroneous-
ly detected as wrinkles.
[0009] An object of the present invention is to solve the
foregoing drawbacks in the prior art and to provide a
method and apparatus for detecting wrinkles which en-
able to reduce false detections when detecting wrinkles
from an image obtained by imaging a face of a subject.
[0010] The present invention is also aiming to provide
a method and apparatus for evaluating wrinkles having
been detected by the wrinkle detecting method above.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEMS

[0011] A wrinkle detection method according to the
present invention comprises the steps of: obtaining face
data of a subject; setting an analytical region at a prede-
termined portion of the obtained face data; producing plu-
ral pieces of wrinkle component extracted data by ex-
tracting wrinkle components extending in one direction
or in plural directions at different angles in an angle range
in which wrinkles tend to extend and which is set in ad-
vance for the set analytical region at the predetermined
portion; producing plural pieces of wrinkle component
emphasized data corresponding to the pieces of wrinkle
component extracted data, respectively, by emphasizing
the wrinkle components; producing composite data by
combining the pieces of wrinkle component emphasized
data; and detecting a wrinkle component having an in-
tensity equal to or greater than a predetermined threshold
value from the composite data as a wrinkle of the subject.
[0012] Preferably, the face data is obtained by convert-
ing image data acquired by imaging a face of the subject
into a luminance image and detecting a position of the
face from the luminance image, and the wrinkle detection
method comprises the steps of: setting the analytical re-
gion at a predetermined portion of the detected face; pro-
ducing a plurality of wrinkle component extracted images
as the plural pieces of wrinkle component extracted data
by extracting wrinkle components extending in one di-
rection or in plural directions at different angles in an an-
gle range in which wrinkles tend to extend and which is
set in advance for the set analytical region at the prede-
termined portion; producing a plurality of wrinkle compo-
nent emphasized images as the plural pieces of wrinkle
component emphasized data and corresponding to the
wrinkle component extracted images, respectively, by
emphasizing the wrinkle components; producing a com-
posite image as the composite data by combining the
wrinkle component emphasized images; and detecting
a wrinkle component having an intensity equal to or great-
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er than a predetermined threshold value from the com-
posite image as the wrinkle of the subject.
[0013] The wrinkle component extracted images may
be obtained by processing the analytical region with a
plurality of wrinkle direction edge filters of different angles
in the angle range; and the wrinkle component empha-
sized images may be obtained by reducing wrinkle or-
thogonal components orthogonal to the wrinkle compo-
nents in the wrinkle component extracted images using
a plurality of wrinkle orthogonal component extracted im-
ages obtained by processing the analytical region with a
plurality of wrinkle orthogonal direction edge filters re-
spectively orthogonal to the wrinkle direction edge filters.
[0014] Alternatively, the wrinkle component extracted
images may be obtained by processing the analytical re-
gion with a plurality of wrinkle direction edge filters of
different angles in the angle range; and the wrinkle com-
ponent emphasized images may be obtained by calcu-
lating standard deviations among the wrinkle compo-
nents in the corresponding wrinkle component extracted
images and increasing a rate of emphasis at a portion
with a standard deviation equal to or greater than a pre-
determined value.
[0015] The analytical region may be set at a forehead,
a glabella, a corner of a mouth or a tail of an eye. Pref-
erably, the face of the subject is captured from a front
side and a left or right side; and the analytical region is
set at each of the forehead, the glabella and the corner
of the mouth based on the luminance image captured
from the front side, and set at the tail of the eye based
on the luminance image captured from the left or right
side.
[0016] Preferably, the wrinkle direction edge filters are
set in three directions in an angle range of 70 to 110
degrees when the analytical region is set at each of the
forehead and the glabella, in eight directions in an angle
ranges of 0 to 45 degrees and 115 to 165 degrees when
the analytical region is set at the tail of the eye, and in
six directions in an angle ranges of 45 to 60 degrees and
120 to 140 degrees when the analytical region is set at
the corner of the mouth.
[0017] After the wrinkle component emphasized imag-
es in which the wrinkle components are emphasized are
produced, noise may be eliminated from each of the wrin-
kle component emphasized images based on wrinkle
shape information set in advance, and the wrinkle com-
ponent emphasized images from which the noise has
been eliminated are combined. Alternatively, after the
wrinkle component emphasized images in which the
wrinkle components are emphasized are produced,
noise may be eliminated from each of the wrinkle com-
ponent emphasized images by multiresolution method,
and the wrinkle component emphasized images from
which the noise has been eliminated are combined.
[0018] After the analytical region is set at a predeter-
mined portion of the face, noise in the analytical region
may be eliminated by Gaussian filtering or by performing
quadric surface approximation on background luminance

distribution, and the wrinkle component extracted images
are produced from the analytical region, from which the
noise has been eliminated, by extracting the wrinkle com-
ponents.
[0019] A wrinkle evaluation method according to the
present invention for evaluating a wrinkle detected by the
wrinkle detection method according to any one of the
above-described wrinkle detection methods, comprises
the steps of: calculating amounts of characteristics of the
detected wrinkle such as the area, number, length, area
ratio, width and depth thereof; and evaluating degree of
wrinkling by comparing each of the calculated amounts
of characteristics such as the area, number, length, area
ratio, width and depth, or a total value obtained by com-
bining such indexes, with an average for a person at an
age of the subject.
[0020] A wrinkle detection apparatus according to the
present invention comprises a luminance image convert-
er adapted to convert an image acquired by imaging a
face of a subject into a luminance image; a face detector
adapted to detect a position of the face from the lumi-
nance image; an analytical region setting unit adapted
to set an analytical region at a predetermined portion of
the detected face; a wrinkle extractor adapted to produce
a plurality of wrinkle component extracted images by ex-
tracting wrinkle components extending in plural direc-
tions at different angles in an angle range in which wrin-
kles tend to extend and which is set in advance for the
set analytical region at the predetermined position; a
wrinkle emphasizing unit adapted to produce a plurality
of wrinkle component emphasized images correspond-
ing to the wrinkle component extracted images, respec-
tively, by emphasizing the wrinkle components and pro-
duce a composite image by combining the wrinkle com-
ponent emphasized images; and a wrinkle determiner
adapted to detect a wrinkle component having an inten-
sity equal to or greater than a predetermined threshold
value from the composite image as a wrinkle of the sub-
ject.
[0021] A wrinkle evaluation method according to the
present invention comprises the above-described wrin-
kle detection apparatus; and a wrinkle evaluator adapted
to evaluate degree of wrinkling by calculating amounts
of characteristics of a wrinkle detected by the wrinkle
detection apparatus and comparing each of the calculat-
ed amounts of characteristics with an average for a per-
son at an age of the subject.
[0022] A wrinkle detection program according to the
present invention causing a computer to implement: a
step of obtaining face data of a subject; a step of setting
an analytical region at a predetermined portion of the
obtained face data; a step of producing plural pieces of
wrinkle component extracted data by extracting wrinkle
components extending in one direction or in plural direc-
tions at different angles in an angle range in which wrin-
kles tend to extend and which is set in advance for the
set analytical region at the predetermined portion; a step
of producing plural pieces of wrinkle component empha-
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sized data corresponding to the pieces of wrinkle com-
ponent extracted data, respectively, by emphasizing the
wrinkle components; a step of producing composite data
by combining the pieces of wrinkle component empha-
sized data; and a step of detecting a wrinkle component
having an intensity equal to or greater than a predeter-
mined threshold value from the composite data as a wrin-
kle of the subject.
[0023] A wrinkle evaluation program according to the
present invention for evaluating a wrinkle detected by the
above-described wrinkle detection program, and causing
a computer to implement: a step of calculating amounts
of characteristics of the wrinkle detected by the wrinkle
detection program; and a step of evaluating degree of
wrinkling by comparing each of the calculated amounts
of characteristics with an average for a person at an age
of the subject.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION

[0024] According to the present invention, there are
produced a plurality of wrinkle component extracted im-
ages that are obtained by, based on angles at which wrin-
kles tend to extend and which are set for respective por-
tions of a face of a subject, extracting wrinkle components
from a luminance image obtained by imaging the face,
and the wrinkle components are emphasized in each of
the produced wrinkle component extraction images, so
that false detections can be reduced when detecting wrin-
kles from an image obtained by imaging the face of the
subject.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0025]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the con-
figuration of a wrinkle detection apparatus adapted
to implement a wrinkle detection method according
to an embodiment of the invention.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically showing
a method for extracting wrinkles and a method for
emphasizing wrinkles.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0026] An embodiment of the present invention will be
described below based on the appended drawings.
[0027] FIG. 1 shows the configuration of a wrinkle de-
tecting apparatus adapted to implement a wrinkle detect-
ing method according to an embodiment of the invention.
The wrinkle detecting apparatus has cameras 1 and 2,
and a preprocessing unit 3, a wrinkle detection unit 4 and
a wrinkle evaluation unit 5 are sequentially connected to
the cameras 1 and 2.
[0028] The camera 1 is disposed to face a front side
of a face F of a subject, and the camera 2 is disposed to
face a lateral side of the face F of the subject.

[0029] The preprocessing unit 3 includes a luminance
image conversion unit 6 connected to the cameras 1 and
2, and a face detection unit 7, an analytical region setting
unit 8 and a noise eliminating unit 9 are sequentially con-
nected to the luminance image conversion unit 6.
[0030] The luminance image conversion unit 6 con-
verts images taken by the cameras 1 and 2 into lumi-
nance images. The face detection unit 7 detects a posi-
tion of the face F of the subject as well as detecting feature
portions such as the eyes, the eyebrows, the mouth and
the nose from the luminance images produced by the
luminance image conversion unit 6. The analytical region
setting unit 8 sets analytical regions at predetermined
portions at which wrinkles tend to appear, such as the
forehead, the glabella, the corner of the mouth and the
tail of the eye, for the face F of the subject detected by
the face detection unit 7. The noise eliminating unit 9
eliminates the noise contained in the luminance images.
For instance, the unevenness caused by irradiation at
the time of imaging the face F of the subject can be elim-
inated by smoothing the luminance image by Gaussian
filtering or by performing quadric surface approximation
on background luminance distribution.
[0031] The wrinkle detection unit 4 includes a wrinkle
extraction unit 10 connected to the noise eliminating unit
9 of the preprocessing unit 3, and a wrinkle emphasizing
unit 11 and a wrinkle determining unit 12 are sequentially
connected to the wrinkle extraction unit 10.
[0032] The wrinkle extraction unit 10 has a built-in
memory having stored therein angle ranges in which
wrinkles tend to extend and which are set for respective
portions of a face, and reads out from the memory angle
ranges corresponding to the portions at which the ana-
lytical regions have been set by the analytical region set-
ting unit 8. Subsequently, wrinkle components extending
at different angles in the angle range as read out are
separately extracted from the analytical region to pro-
duce a plurality of wrinkle component extracted images
relevant to the respective different angles. The wrinkle
component extracted images can be obtained by, for ex-
ample, performing the processing on the analytical region
with a plurality of wrinkle direction edge filters of different
angles in the angle range read out from the memory to
thereby increase the intensity of each wrinkle component
in the analytical region depending on its angle direction.
[0033] The wrinkle emphasizing unit 11 produces a
plurality of wrinkle component emphasized images by
emphasizing wrinkle components in the wrinkle compo-
nent extracted images produced by the wrinkle extraction
unit 10. At that time, for instance, a plurality of wrinkle
orthogonal component extracted images are produced
by performing the processing on the analytical region with
a plurality of wrinkle orthogonal direction edge filters re-
spectively orthogonal to the wrinkle direction edge filters
used in the extraction of the wrinkle components by the
wrinkle extraction unit 10 so as to increase the intensity
of each wrinkle orthogonal component orthogonal to a
corresponding wrinkle component in the analytical region
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depending on its angle direction, and the wrinkle orthog-
onal component extracted images are used to reduce
the wrinkle orthogonal components orthogonal to the
wrinkle components in the wrinkle component extracted
images, thereby obtaining the wrinkle component em-
phasized images. Further, the wrinkle emphasizing unit
11 combines the produced wrinkle component empha-
sized images to produce a composite image in which the
wrinkle components are integrally emphasized in the an-
alytical region.
[0034] The wrinkle determining unit 12 determines pix-
el-wise whether the intensity in the composite image is
equal to or greater than a predetermined threshold value,
and detects a wrinkle component having the intensity
equal to or greater than the predetermined threshold val-
ue as a wrinkle of the subject.
[0035] The wrinkle evaluation unit 5 evaluates the de-
gree of wrinkling by calculating the total area, number
and length of the wrinkles detected by the wrinkle detec-
tion unit 4 and comparing the calculated area, number
and length with the corresponding average for a person
at an age of the subject.
[0036] It should be noted that the wrinkle direction edge
filters used in the wrinkle extraction unit 10 and the wrin-
kle orthogonal direction edge filters used in the wrinkle
emphasizing unit 11 are filters for extracting edge infor-
mation in an image depending on the direction, and a
Sobel filter, a first derivative filter, a Dog filter and the like
may be utilized. In the case of using a Dog filter for ex-
ample, two types of Gaussian images having different
scales σ are rendered to one-dimensional images, and
the difference between the one-dimensional Gaussian
images of two types is obtained to produce a one-dimen-
sional Dog filter, i.e., a Dog filter exhibiting a certain di-
rectivity. Subsequently, the produced Dog filter is applied
in a wrinkle direction or a wrinkle orthogonal direction,
whereby edge information in the direction in question can
be extracted from an image.
[0037] Next, a wrinkle detecting method implemented
using the wrinkle detecting apparatus will be explained.
[0038] First, the front side of the face F of the subject
is captured by the camera 1 while a lateral side thereof
is captured by the camera 2. Image data of the front side
and image data of the lateral side as obtained with the
use of the cameras 1 and 2 are output to the luminance
image conversion unit 6 of the preprocessing unit 3, and
respectively converted to a front luminance image and a
lateral luminance image by the luminance image conver-
sion unit 6. The front luminance image and the lateral
luminance image are output from the luminance image
conversion unit 6 to the face detection unit 7. The face
detection unit 7 detects the face F from the front lumi-
nance image and the lateral luminance image and also
detects feature portions of the face F such as the eyes,
the eyebrows, the mouth and the nose from the front
luminance image as well as detecting one of the eyes as
a feature portion of the face F from the lateral luminance
image.

[0039] Then, based on the detection results of the face
detection unit 7, the analytical region setting unit 8 sets
analytical regions at predetermined portions at which
wrinkles tend to appear in the face F. The analytical re-
gion setting unit 8 can set the analytical regions at the
forehead, the glabella and the corner of the mouth for
the front luminance image and at the tail of the eye for
the lateral luminance image. The analytical regions thus
set at the respective portions of the face F are output to
the noise eliminating unit 9 to eliminate the noise and
then output to the wrinkle extraction unit 10 of the wrinkle
detection unit 4.
[0040] The wrinkle extraction unit 10 has stored in its
built-in memory angle ranges in which wrinkles tend to
extend and which are set for the respective predeter-
mined portions of the face F, and reads out from the mem-
ory the angle ranges corresponding to the portions at
which the analytical regions have been set by the ana-
lytical region setting unit 8. For example, when the ana-
lytical regions are set at the forehead and the glabella,
the angle range of 70 to 110 degrees is read out; when
the analytical region is set at the tail of the eye, the angle
ranges of 0 to 45 degrees and 115 to 165 degrees are
read out; and when the analytical region is set at the
corner of the mouth, the angle ranges of 45 to 60 degrees
and 120 to 140 degrees are read out, from the memory.
Each analytical region is processed using a wrinkle di-
rection edge filter of one arbitrary direction or wrinkle di-
rection edge filters of plural directions at different angles
in the relevant angle range as read out.
[0041] In the case where the analytical region is set at,
for instance, the tail of the eye, wrinkle direction edge
filters of three directions set at angles of 0 degrees, 45
degrees and 135 degrees may be used to process the
analytical region, as shown in FIG. 2. As a result of this
processing, the intensities of wrinkle components ex-
tending at angles of 0 degrees, 45 degrees and 135 de-
grees are increased, and a wrinkle component extracted
image A1 obtained by extracting wrinkle components ex-
tending at an angle of 0 degrees, a wrinkle component
extracted image A2 obtained by extracting wrinkle com-
ponents extending at an angle of 45 degrees, and a wrin-
kle component extracted image A3 obtained by extract-
ing wrinkle components extending at an angle of 135
degrees are separately produced. The wrinkle compo-
nent extracted images A1, A2 and A3 obtained by ex-
tracting the wrinkle components extending at angles of
the associated wrinkle direction edge filters are thus pro-
duced.
[0042] As described above, since a range to be sub-
jected to the processing in an analytical region is nar-
rowed down to a typical angle range in which wrinkles
tend to extend and then the processing is performed us-
ing a relevant wrinkle direction edge filter, the amount of
work required for the extraction of wrinkle components
can be reduced. The produced wrinkle component ex-
tracted images A1, A2 and A3 together with the lumi-
nance images before the production of those images are
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output to the wrinkle emphasizing unit 11.
[0043] The wrinkle emphasizing unit 11 produces wrin-
kle component emphasized images B1, B2 and B3 in
which the wrinkle components are relatively emphasized
by reducing wrinkle orthogonal components orthogonal
to the wrinkle components in the wrinkle component ex-
tracted images A1, A2 and A3 input.
[0044] To be more specific, using the luminance imag-
es before the production of the wrinkle component ex-
tracted images A1, A2 and A3, the analytical region is
processed with wrinkle orthogonal direction edge filters
of 90 degrees, 135 degrees and 45 degrees that are re-
spectively orthogonal to the wrinkle direction edge filters
of 0 degrees, 45 degrees and 135 degrees with which
the wrinkle components have been extracted by the wrin-
kle extraction unit 10, so that wrinkle orthogonal compo-
nent extracted images C1, C2 and C3 obtained by ex-
tracting the wrinkle orthogonal components orthogonal
to the corresponding wrinkle components are produced.
Subsequently, a combination of the wrinkle component
extracted image A1 obtained by extracting the wrinkle
components in the direction of 0 degrees and the wrinkle
orthogonal component extracted image C1 obtained by
extracting the wrinkle orthogonal components in the di-
rection of 90 degrees is pixel-wise subjected to subtrac-
tion processing to thereby subtract the wrinkle orthogonal
components in the direction of 90 degrees from the wrin-
kle components in the direction of 0 degrees. In the same
manner, a combination of the wrinkle component extract-
ed image A2 obtained by extracting the wrinkle compo-
nents in the direction of 45 degrees and the wrinkle or-
thogonal component extracted image C2 obtained by ex-
tracting the wrinkle orthogonal components in the direc-
tion of 135 degrees as well as a combination of the wrinkle
component extracted image A3 obtained by extracting
the wrinkle components in the direction of 135 degrees
and the wrinkle orthogonal component extracted image
C3 obtained by extracting the wrinkle orthogonal com-
ponents in the direction of 45 degrees are subjected to
subtraction processing.
[0045] As a result, the wrinkle component emphasized
images B1, B2 and B3 obtained by reducing the intensi-
ties of the wrinkle orthogonal components orthogonal to
the wrinkle components in the wrinkle component ex-
tracted images A1, A2 and A3 can be produced, as shown
in FIG. 2. Specifically, by reducing the intensities of the
wrinkle orthogonal components that extend in the angle
directions in which wrinkles hardly extend and are con-
tained in the wrinkle component extracted images A1,
A2 and A3, the wrinkle component emphasized images
B1, B2 and B3 having the wrinkle components that extend
in the angle directions in which wrinkles tend to extend
and are relatively emphasized can be produced.
[0046] The wrinkle component emphasized images
B1, B2 and B3 in which the wrinkle components are thus
emphasized are combined to produce a composite image
in which the wrinkle components are integrally empha-
sized in the analytical region. It should be noted that,

before producing the composite image, the noise may
be eliminated from the wrinkle component emphasized
images B1, B2 and B3 based on wrinkle shape informa-
tion such as the degree of circularity as set in advance,
or may be eliminated from the wrinkle component em-
phasized images B1, B2 and B3 by multiresolution meth-
od, in order to combine the wrinkle component empha-
sized images B1, B2 and B3 from which the noise has
been eliminated.
[0047] The composite image is output to the wrinkle
determining unit 12 where it is determined pixel-wise
whether the intensity in the composite image is equal to
or greater than a predetermined threshold value, and a
wrinkle component having the intensity equal to or great-
er than the predetermined threshold value is detected as
a wrinkle of the subject.
[0048] Thus, the wrinkle orthogonal components ex-
tending in the angle directions in which wrinkles hardly
extend, i.e., components other than wrinkles, can be re-
moved from the composite image before the determina-
tion on wrinkles is carried out and therefore, false detec-
tions of wrinkles can be reduced.
[0049] The wrinkle components detected as wrinkles
of the subject are output to the wrinkle evaluation unit 5
where the amount of characteristics such as the total
area, number, total length, area ratio, width and depth of
the wrinkles are calculated and the calculated results of
the amount of characteristics are respectively compared
to the corresponding average for a person at an age of
the subject, thereby evaluating the degree of wrinkling.
[0050] Since the degree of wrinkling are thus calculat-
ed based on the wrinkle detection results with reduced
false detections, the evaluation of wrinkles can be accu-
rately carried out.
[0051] The wrinkle detection as described above can
be performed by operating a computer composed of input
means, a CPU, a memory and the like by means of a
wrinkle detection program. Specifically, the wrinkle de-
tection program works to operate the computer so that
the input means acquires an image obtained by imaging
a face of a subject and the CPU works to operate the
preprocessing unit 3 and the wrinkle detection unit 4 to
detect wrinkles based on the acquired image.
[0052] The wrinkle evaluation can also be performed
by operating a computer by means of a wrinkle evaluation
program. Specifically, the wrinkle evaluation program
works to operate the computer so that a CPU works to
operate the wrinkle evaluation unit 5 to detect wrinkles.
[0053] It should be noted that, in the foregoing embod-
iment, although the wrinkle emphasizing unit 11 produc-
es the composite image after the wrinkle orthogonal com-
ponents are removed from the wrinkle component ex-
tracted images produced by the wrinkle extraction unit
10, the invention is not limited thereto as long as the
wrinkle orthogonal components can be reduced in the
composite image, and the wrinkle orthogonal compo-
nents may be removed after the composite image is pro-
duced.
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[0054] It should also be noted that, although the wrinkle
emphasizing unit 11 produces the wrinkle component
emphasized images in which the wrinkle components are
emphasized by removing the wrinkle orthogonal compo-
nents from the wrinkle component extracted images pro-
duced by the wrinkle extraction unit 10, the invention is
not limited thereto. For instance, when standard devia-
tions among the wrinkle component extracted images
are calculated, a standard deviation is to be higher at a
wrinkle component. Hence, wrinkle component empha-
sized images can be obtained by calculating standard
deviations among wrinkle components in the corre-
sponding wrinkle component extracted images and by
increasing a rate of emphasis at a portion where a stand-
ard deviation is equal to or greater than a predetermined
value. The thus-produced wrinkle component empha-
sized images are combined to produce a composite im-
age in which the wrinkle components are integrally em-
phasized in the analytical region.
[0055] It is preferred for the wrinkle extraction unit 10
to, in the case that the analytical regions are set at the
forehead and the glabella by the analytical region setting
unit 8, process the analytical regions with wrinkle direc-
tion edge filters set in three directions in the angle range
of 70 to 110 degrees, in the case that the analytical region
is set at the tail of the eye, process the analytical region
with wrinkle direction edge filters set in eight directions
in the angle ranges of 0 to 45 degrees and 115 to 165
degrees, and in the case that the analytical region is set
at the corner of the mouth, process the analytical region
with wrinkle direction edge filters set in six directions in
the angle ranges of 45 to 60 degrees and 120 to 140
degrees. In addition, in order to prevent the processing
of the analytical regions from varying, processing direc-
tions of the wrinkle direction edge filters are preferably
set at regular intervals in the relevant angle ranges. The
wrinkle orthogonal direction edge filters may be so set
as to correspond to the wrinkle direction edge filters used
in the processing of the analytical regions in a manner
orthogonal thereto.
[0056] It should also be noted that, in the foregoing
embodiment, although the cameras 1 and 2 are respec-
tively disposed to face the front side and a lateral side of
the face F of the subject, the invention is not limited there-
to and three or more cameras may be disposed around
the face F of the subject. For example, cameras may be
disposed to face the front side and the both lateral sides
of the face F. Alternatively, only one of the cameras 1
and 2 may be installed and the other camera may be
moved around the face F of the subject to capture the
face F.
[0057] It should also be noted that, in the foregoing
embodiment, although wrinkles are detected based on
the image data obtained using the cameras 1 and 2, the
invention is not limited thereto as long as face data to be
used for detecting wrinkles can be obtained. For exam-
ple, face measurement data obtained by measuring the
asperity of the face F of the subject through non-contact

three-dimensional measurement may be used. Based on
the face measurement data, analytical regions are set at
predetermined portions at which wrinkles tend to appear
in the face F, and after the noise is eliminated, wrinkles
are detected in the same manner as above. Specifically,
for each of the set analytical regions, plural pieces of
wrinkle component extracted data are produced by, with
the use of wrinkle direction edge filters, extracting wrinkle
components extending in one direction or in plural direc-
tions at different angles in an angle range in which wrin-
kles tend to extend and which is set in advance for each
of the predetermined portions in the face F. Then the
plural pieces of wrinkle component extracted data are
separately processed using wrinkle orthogonal direction
edge filters to produce plural pieces of wrinkle component
emphasized data in which the wrinkle components are
emphasized, and the plural pieces of wrinkle component
emphasized data as produced are combined to produce
a composite data. Finally, the wrinkle components having
the intensity equal to or greater than a predetermined
threshold value in the composite data are detected as
wrinkles of the subject.

DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS

[0058] 1, 2 camera, 3 preprocessing unit, 4 wrinkle de-
tection unit, 5 wrinkle evaluation unit, 6 luminance image
conversion unit, 7 face detection unit, 8 analytical region
setting unit, 9 noise eliminating unit, 10 wrinkle extraction
unit, 11 wrinkle emphasizing unit, 12 wrinkle determining
unit, F subject’s face, A1, A2, A3 wrinkle component ex-
tracted image, B1, B2 and B3 wrinkle component em-
phasized image, C1, C2, C3 wrinkle orthogonal compo-
nent extracted image

Claims

1. A wrinkle detection method, comprising the steps of:

obtaining face data of a subject;
setting an analytical region at a predetermined
portion of the obtained face data;
producing plural pieces of wrinkle component
extracted data by extracting wrinkle compo-
nents extending in one direction or in plural di-
rections at different angles in an angle range in
which wrinkles tend to extend and which is set
in advance for the set analytical region at the
predetermined portion;
producing plural pieces of wrinkle component
emphasized data corresponding to the pieces
of wrinkle component extracted data, respec-
tively, by emphasizing the wrinkle components;
producing composite data by combining the
pieces of wrinkle component emphasized data;
and
detecting a wrinkle component having an inten-
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sity equal to or greater than a predetermined
threshold value from the composite data as a
wrinkle of the subject.

2. The wrinkle detection method according to claim 1,
wherein the face data is obtained by converting im-
age data acquired by imaging a face of the subject
into a luminance image and detecting a position of
the face from the luminance image, and the wrinkle
detection method comprises the steps of:

setting the analytical region at a predetermined
portion of the detected face;
producing a plurality of wrinkle component ex-
tracted images as the plural pieces of wrinkle
component extracted data by extracting wrinkle
components extending in one direction or in plu-
ral directions at different angles in an angle
range in which wrinkles tend to extend and which
is set in advance for the set analytical region at
the predetermined portion;
producing a plurality of wrinkle component em-
phasized images as the plural pieces of wrinkle
component emphasized data and correspond-
ing to the wrinkle component extracted images,
respectively, by emphasizing the wrinkle com-
ponents;
producing a composite image as the composite
data by combining the wrinkle component em-
phasized images; and
detecting a wrinkle component having an inten-
sity equal to or greater than a predetermined
threshold value from the composite image as
the wrinkle of the subject.

3. The wrinkle detection method according to claim 2,
wherein the wrinkle component extracted images
are obtained by processing the analytical region with
a plurality of wrinkle direction edge filters of different
angles in the angle range; and
wherein the wrinkle component emphasized images
are obtained by reducing wrinkle orthogonal compo-
nents orthogonal to the wrinkle components in the
wrinkle component extracted images using a plural-
ity of wrinkle orthogonal component extracted imag-
es obtained by processing the analytical region with
a plurality of wrinkle orthogonal direction edge filters
respectively orthogonal to the wrinkle direction edge
filters.

4. The wrinkle detection method according to claim 2,
wherein the wrinkle component extracted images
are obtained by processing the analytical region with
a plurality of wrinkle direction edge filters of different
angles in the angle range; and
wherein the wrinkle component emphasized images
are obtained by calculating standard deviations
among the wrinkle components in the corresponding

wrinkle component extracted images and increasing
a rate of emphasis at a portion with a standard de-
viation equal to or greater than a predetermined val-
ue.

5. The wrinkle detection method according to claim 3
or 4, wherein the analytical region is set at a fore-
head, a glabella, a corner of a mouth or a tail of an
eye.

6. The wrinkle detection method according to claim 5,
wherein the face of the subject is captured from a
front side and a left or right side; and
wherein the analytical region is set at each of the
forehead, the glabella and the corner of the mouth
based on the luminance image captured from the
front side, and set at the tail of the eye based on the
luminance image captured from the left or right side.

7. The wrinkle detection method according to claim 5
or 6, wherein the wrinkle direction edge filters are
set in three directions in an angle range of 70 to 110
degrees when the analytical region is set at each of
the forehead and the glabella, in eight directions in
an angle ranges of 0 to 45 degrees and 115 to 165
degrees when the analytical region is set at the tail
of the eye, and in six directions in an angle ranges
of 45 to 60 degrees and 120 to 140 degrees when
the analytical region is set at the corner of the mouth.

8. The wrinkle detection method according to any one
of claims 2 to 7, wherein after the wrinkle component
emphasized images in which the wrinkle compo-
nents are emphasized are produced, noise is elimi-
nated from each of the wrinkle component empha-
sized images based on wrinkle shape information
set in advance, and the wrinkle component empha-
sized images from which the noise has been elimi-
nated are combined.

9. The wrinkle detection method according to any one
of claims 2 to 8, wherein after the wrinkle component
emphasized images in which the wrinkle compo-
nents are emphasized are produced, noise is elimi-
nated from each of the wrinkle component empha-
sized images by multiresolution method, and the
wrinkle component emphasized images from which
the noise has been eliminated are combined.

10. The wrinkle detection method according to any one
of claims 2 to 9, wherein after the analytical region
is set at a predetermined portion of the face, noise
in the analytical region is eliminated by Gaussian
filtering or by performing quadric surface approxima-
tion on background luminance distribution, and the
wrinkle component extracted images are produced
from the analytical region, from which the noise has
been eliminated, by extracting the wrinkle compo-
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nents.

11. A wrinkle evaluation method for evaluating a wrinkle
detected by the wrinkle detection method according
to any one of claims 1 to 10, comprising the steps of:

calculating amounts of characteristics of the de-
tected wrinkle; and
evaluating degree of wrinkling by comparing
each of the calculated amounts of characteris-
tics with an average for a person at an age of
the subject.

12. A wrinkle detection apparatus, comprising:

a luminance image converter adapted to convert
an image acquired by imaging a face of a subject
into a luminance image;
a face detector adapted to detect a position of
the face from the luminance image;
an analytical region setting unit adapted to set
an analytical region at a predetermined portion
of the detected face;
a wrinkle extractor adapted to produce a plurality
of wrinkle component extracted images by ex-
tracting wrinkle components extending in plural
directions at different angles in an angle range
in which wrinkles tend to extend and which is
set in advance for the set analytical region at the
predetermined position;
a wrinkle emphasizing unit adapted to produce
a plurality of wrinkle component emphasized im-
ages corresponding to the wrinkle component
extracted images, respectively, by emphasizing
the wrinkle components and produce a compos-
ite image by combining the wrinkle component
emphasized images; and
a wrinkle determiner adapted to detect a wrinkle
component having an intensity equal to or great-
er than a predetermined threshold value from
the composite image as a wrinkle of the subject.

13. A wrinkle evaluation apparatus, comprising:

the wrinkle detection apparatus according to
claim 12; and
a wrinkle evaluator adapted to evaluate degree
of wrinkling by calculating amounts of charac-
teristics of a wrinkle detected by the wrinkle de-
tection apparatus and comparing each of the
calculated amounts of characteristics with an
average for a person at an age of the subject.

14. A wrinkle detection program causing a computer to
implement:

a step of obtaining face data of a subject;
a step of setting an analytical region at a prede-

termined portion of the obtained face data;
a step of producing plural pieces of wrinkle com-
ponent extracted data by extracting wrinkle
components extending in one direction or in plu-
ral directions at different angles in an angle
range in which wrinkles tend to extend and which
is set in advance for the set analytical region at
the predetermined portion;
a step of producing plural pieces of wrinkle com-
ponent emphasized data corresponding to the
pieces of wrinkle component extracted data, re-
spectively, by emphasizing the wrinkle compo-
nents;
a step of producing composite data by combin-
ing the pieces of wrinkle component empha-
sized data; and
a step of detecting a wrinkle component having
an intensity equal to or greater than a predeter-
mined threshold value from the composite data
as a wrinkle of the subject.

15. A wrinkle evaluation program for evaluating a wrinkle
detected by the wrinkle detection program according
to claim 14, and causing a computer to implement:

a step of calculating amounts of characteristics
of the wrinkle detected by the wrinkle detection
program; and
a step of evaluating degree of wrinkling by com-
paring each of the calculated amounts of char-
acteristics with an average for a person at an
age of the subject.
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